
  

Day 35: Proofreading • Grammar Language Arts 7 

 

Fix the errors you find in the following paragraph. There are five mistakes. 

     

The discovery of gold in California in 1848 

changed the scope of many peoples lifes. Thousands 

migrated west, dreaming of the wealth that weighted 

beyond the horizon. Unfortunately, many dreamers lost 

everything. The cost of the supplies and the journey west 

squelched many dreams, before they really got started. 

Many even lost there lives chasing the riches. 

Answer the following questions by selecting your choice from the answers given. 

 

Which of the following sentences is an interrogative sentence? 

a. I’m not sure what you’re asking. b. Please clarify your question. 

c. Are you hungry?    d. I guess it’s time for lunch. 

 

What is the complete subject of this sentence? Mary’s teacher praised 

her efforts. 

a. Mary’s teacher       b. Mary       c. praised       d. praised her efforts 

 

What is the complete predicate of the same sentence? 

a. Mary’s teacher       b. Mary       c. praised       d. praised her efforts 

 

Choose the simple subject and simple predicate of the same sentence. 

a. Mary/efforts       b. teacher/praised c. her/efforts 
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